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Introduction

Braided Heat Straps

Cryostat Design

The BICEP/Keck experiments are a staged series of
microwave telescopes observing the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB). The program targets
degree scale B-mode polarization of the CMB
potentially generated by primordial gravitational
waves. This signal can be masked by polarized
emission from galactic dust and synchrotron
foregrounds. Observations of the microwave sky
across a range of frequencies distinguished
cosmological signals from galactic foregrounds.
BICEP Array is the upcoming continuation of the
BICEP/Keck program and will deploy four receivers
observing at 6 different frequencies.
BK 15 Sensitivity

BICEP/Keck noise uncertainties as
compared to expectation values of
galactic foregrounds and primordial
B-mode signal for the ℓ ~ 80
bandpower using all data through
2015.

The BICEP Array cryostat consists of a vacuum vessel
surrounding two concentric low temperature stages
with nominal operating temperatures of 50K and 4K.
Each stage serves as a radiation shield for colder
components and acts as a heatsink interface for optical
filters, lenses, and back-end cabling. The cryostat
disassembles from the outside in, lifting the higher
temperature shells off of the lower and leaving behind a
base which contains the readout cabling, focal plane,
and cooling assembly. This allows easy access to the
focal plane structure without disrupting any cable
connections or thermal joints.
Left: A rendering of the
BICEP Array cryostat. The
shells are color coded from
highest (red – 300K) to lowest
(blue – 4K) nominal operating
temperature. Disassembly is
performed by lifting the
higher temperature shells
upwards off of the lower
temperature ones to leave a
standalone base structure
(right) which contains the
focal plane assembly, readout
cabling, and cooling assembly.

Achieved sensitivity for
BICEP/Keck and projected
sensitivity for BICEP Array.
Projected values are extrapolated
from achieved performance

Left: Load curve data for a braided strap. Thermal conductivity is calculated at
the power setting which occurs closest to a mean temperature of 4K. Braids 1
and 2 were made with five layers, braid 3 was made with seven layers. The
curves also reflect changes to the post-compression machining process.
Right: Pictures of a single seven layer braid and an assembled heat strap.

Thermal Architecture
BICEP Array

The BICEP Array experiment replaces the five BICEP2
style receivers that comprise the Keck Array with four
larger BICEP3 style receivers observing at 30/40, 95, 150,
and 220/270GHz. With double the clear aperture and
increased focal plane density, each BICEP Array cryostat
will achieve more than ten times the mapping speed of a
single Keck Receiver operating at the same frequency.
BICEP3 and BICEP Array constitute our Stage 3 effort
while BICEP Array additionally serves as a pathfinder
towards the CMB-S4 initiative.
Top: The progression of the
BICEP / Keck experiments
through time showing
evolution of the receiver,
mount, focal plane, and
frequency coverage. BICEP
Array will have two dualfrequency receivers
operating at 30/40 GHz and
220/270 GHz along with two
single frequency receivers at
95 GHz and 150 GHz
Bottom: The evolution of
the BICEP/Keck
instruments. BICEP3
doubles the aperture size of
the Keck Array receivers.
BICEP Array adds increased
width for additional optical
baffling at low frequencies.
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The two inner shells of the BICEP Array cryostat are
cooled by a Cryomech PT415-RM Pulse Tube cooler. In
order to transfer sufficient heat to this cooler while
shielding the detectors from vibration of the pulse tube
we have fabricated a number of modular, braided
straps. These straps are composed of 7 layers of
Oxygen Free High thermal Conductivity copper
(OFHC) braid which is inserted into a small OFHC tube
and then compressed under 20 tons of pressure. A
number of braids are then clamped onto copper
interface plates to create a heat strap. Lab tests of these
braided straps have yielded thermal conductivities of
600 mW/K @4K per braid leading to a total 4K heat
strap conductance of 3.6 W/K @ 4K using six braids.

The sub-Kelvin temperatures required by the BICEP
Array detectors necessitate careful control of thermal
loading on the cold stages. This competes with the need
for a rigid support system to maintain pointing and
concentricity. BICEP Array uses specially designed lowconductance supports at the top and bottom of each cold
shell. At the top end, thin titanium “boomerangs” are
rigid against radial movement, but allow flexure along
the optical axis as the interior shells cool. At the bottom
end a series of G10 and carbon fiber supports take the
majority of the weight of the cryostat, with G10 supports
spanning the gap between the vacuum jacket and 50K
stage. Carbon fiber supports span the gap between the
50K and 4K stages due to the lower thermal conductivity
of carbon fiber at these lower temperatures.

Top: One of six titanium
“boomerangs” interfacing between
the 50K and 4K shells. An
additional 6 boomerangs interface
between the vacuum jacket and the
50K shell.
Bottom: The carbon fiber and G10
supports side by side. In each
standoff, two rods are epoxied into
aluminum blocks using Stycast
2850FT. Although the carbon fiber
supports are stronger per cross
sectional area, the lower thermal
conductivity of G10 at higher
temperatures makes this material a
better choice for supporting the 50K
stage.

Telescope Mount
BICEP Array will use a 3-axis telescope mount capable of rotation
in elevation, azimuth, and about the boresight of the array. While
the Keck Array utilized a cable wrap to route the Helium lines
required for operation of the pulse tube coolers, BICEP Array uses
a system of two rotary unions designed by DSTI to enable
continuous 360° rotation about azimuth and boresight. Each rotary
union contains 10 Helium channels, a Nitrogen channel, two
Ethernet data connections and a number of power connections.
Designed by Eric Chauvin, the BICEP Array mount is capable of
holding parallelism of the receivers’ optical axes to within 17 arcseconds.
Top: One of the BICEP Array rotary
unions. Red caps denote Helium and
Nitrogen channels while the cables on
either end show Ethernet and power
connections
Bottom: A rendering of the BICEP Array
telescope mount with 3 receivers
installed. The rotary unions can be seen
as gray cylinders along the central axis.
The telescopes are enclosed by a flexible
environmental shield to protect the
electronics from the harsh environment
of the South Pole.
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